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"The fact that

there is always a
positive side to life is the one
thing that gives me a lot of
happiness.”
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- His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama

Yet Another Puzzles

Saved from Redemption

- Karma Dolkar
XII B Sc.

- Kalsang Choedon
XII B Sc.

Tibetan Children's Village
Bylakuppe
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Dear Readers

Yet another puzzles

The atmosphere of our school is electrified with enthusiasm and adrenaline
as it is the month of October, the month of Athletics. Many students have
participated in various field and track events in being the proud
representatives of their respective houses. The dedication and loyalty of
students are such lovely sight to behold.

Sometimes life is simply hard. It is
and I can feel every bit of it.
Sometimes you just hit the rock
bottom and your world stops. You
see that the world continues to swift
normally for everyone and you
seem completely wrong, during
those times. It also seems as if the
crack keeps on getting bigger as
the time pace by. One more
struggle, one more loss, one more
rumor, and one more thing you've
got to carry, you're on your already
heavy load. It can be devastating
and tears may come. Many of them
fear and long for things to be
different or back to the way they
were or just to stay the same. Life
seems like a mess of puzzle pieces
without a picture that don't seem to
fit together. But then something
happens, little by little, step by step,
you're going to have to start to put
up a fight. It's not going to happen
quickly and it's not going to be a
walk in a park. Maybe it's a new day
or maybe it's a moment but
somehow our pose starts to unfold.
The reason starts to become clear
why things had to happen like that.
As painful or hard life-changing as it

may be, you'll learn, you'll learn that
sometimes life is just hard, but it
doesn't ever stay the same. It's a
season and it's going to pass away
and something new is going to come
in its place. So I guess the secret is
while the pieces are falling off, stay
strong and keep believing in
yourself that all of the struggles are
giving you strength and loss in the
universe is setting you ready for a
time you're going to need a little less
to carry.

- Karma Dolkar Tsomo, XII B Sc.

As we inch closer to sports day, the air of enthusiasm is getting thicker and
thicker as the concerned house masters and students double their effort.
Like every year on sports day, the day would begin on customary class wise
march past. Students are all geared up for the preparation in attempt to put
their classes in the forefront.
Though this year, new act in the form of Zumba dance would surely add spice
to the most anticipated day on our school's calendar. If the early indications
during rehearsals are anything to go by, the crowd could be in for a wonderful
treat. And this would then be followed by calisthenics display to convey
profound messages via formation by senior students and dumbbell display
by junior students.
Without a shadow of doubt, this month is the most interesting and
enthusiastic month of the year. And witnessing all houses' determination to
get the coveted trophy, the competition is thriving in the air and is palpable to
everyone.
- Sonam Wangmo, XII B Sc., EDITOR
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Life is not a wish-granting
factory
- Tashi Palmo, XII B Sc.
Each and everyone of us merge out
with big wishes and expectations
but we don't dare to walk on it. We
complain about our boring life but
we don't try to change it with our
ways. In all, we have tons of wishes
and complaints in one hand but
don't know the word 'gratitude' to
feel this gratefulness about the
platform we are provided with.
We need to appreciate this great
exciting life we are in. This
rollercoaster will play the game. We
need to live this life in such a way like
it would never rewind again. We
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must always be present to taste
every moment of our lives. So that
when you are at you last breathe,
you will feel the satisfaction about
your life. The most important thing
is that you should be aware of what
you are doing with your life. The
joyous and depressing moments
are the important moments which
you need to be carrying with
yourself throughout the life. So, it's
absolutely normal about bursting
out in smile and tears in any
moment. When circumstances
occur, we have every right to burst
out or break down because that
would be another initiator point
where your life will begin again. You
need to accept that ups and downs
are the part of you beautiful life. In
whole, this life is an outreach which
nobody would understand but you
need to keep fighting and walking
against the whole rollercoaster. At
the end of the day, ask yourself “did
you live well?”

when I flash back the day starting
from the opening function of the
school, I remember the memories I
had made with my friends by
playing football matches. Our
school routine passed under the
rings of bell for prayer time, self
study and class hours. Then, came
the most awaited holiday known as
summer holiday. It got over so fast
like a blink of an eye and it passed
away by chilling out with friends
and sleeping and waking up way
too late.
Then our holiday ended and again
our school began I hate going to
class but I have to as per the school
rules and regulations. Though of
shining and ranking top of the
classes but didn't achieve because
of the mistakes that I made in class,
which I realized and regretted
afterwards. As I go through my
school diary, now I realize that
school life is becoming way too
short and so the year is ending way
too fast. The stupid things that I did
was sleeping in class or eating
eatables during class hours. What I
had done in past will never change.
I want to convey a message to the
reader that 'time waits for none'. So
do your work on time without delay

School life yet to end
- Ngawang Sangpo, XII D (C)
This is the last year of my school
life, so I'm feeling nervous about it.
This year is about to end soon and
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And that's how I feel

and don't do something which will
make you regret afterwards.

- Kongra Tsering, XII B (C)

A change in my life after
watching a video clip

12 years; not as long as I expected it
would be. Time passed so quickly
and I still remember that day, 6th
March 2007 when I joined this family
and was happily accepted. A lot of
things have changed in those years
I have spent with my family, so many
lessons that I have been taught by
my elders. While I learnt to walk
alone, I fell a lot of times but there
was nothing to worry cause I had my
brothers, sisters and parents with
me and now that I can run they are
still here cheering up for me. Things
have really changed, the way I think,
the way I talk, my size and a lot
more. But one thing will be the
same, the day I first joined and the
day when I will leave the family
because I know I will miss my family
and the memories I had in my home
away from home. Thank you TCV.

- Ten Saldon, XII B Comm.
Few days ago, I saw a video clip in
which there involved a whole village
stated in Africa. People of that
village ate the food made by mud.
The reason for which they ate mud
was because the village or the part
of Africa were already dried up and
there were no water to be seen in
their area. If there is no water then
there will be no food, which is why
they ate mud. Two or three ladies
boiled mud and mixed it with some
salts. They later pour it on the floor
which is dried up by the sun later
they fed it to their children and their
people. After that, I changed and I
didn't waste my food. I don't waste
food like any other girls in our
hostel. I had an argument with my
friend when she wasted some food.
People who throw food make me
very angry. Sometimes I even
argue with them. This was the
change in my life after watching a
video clip.

Accepting yourself
- Tenzin Chungdak, XII P (C)
You know what's one of the biggest
problems these days? The biggest
problem these days is people are
not satisfied with themselves. They
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don't accept how they are. And
maybe that is one of the reasons
success doesn't appear.

Stream Choice

We all should first accept ourselves
how we are both outer and inner
ways. If we accept it, we will be able
to change it. There are still lots of
people who don't accept
themselves and if we look carefully
in the society these are the people
who always create problems. Not
only for themselves, but for others
too.

Every single student in this school
might have heard the word “stream
choice”. But does anyone really
know the meaning of this crucial
word? If not sure on it let me share
my opinion on it. Stream choice is
the first major educational stage
where you can make your own
decision by yourself. On the basis
of your talent and interest, there are
three streams waiting for you and
those are science, commerce and
arts. In each particular stream,
there are different subjects you
need to learn.

- Tenzin Sherab Teshe, XI B

Reasons why they don't accept
themselves could be ego, anger
and etc. and on the other side,
people who know themselves very
well and accept it, they try to keep
away their unwanted habits and
approve themselves to be more
successful.

First one is science, in science
there are many subjects but the
main subjects are Chemistry,
P h y s i c s , B i o l o g y, M a t h a n d
Computer Science. If one is
interested in Medical or
engineering field or both, you can
choose this stream. The most
important thing here matter is that
you must need to have hard work
and dedication. You will find many
things to learn but if you really learn
through interest, you might feel
very light and life would be joyous.
And always be optimistic and

And a sad thing is that some people
don't accept their physical
appearance and discourages
themselves for doing anything.
Whereas people like Nick who don't
have both hands and legs but still
lives a very fantastic life.
So at the end I would like to say
accept yourself, love yourself and
be happy.
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Be the real version of
yourself

consistency is must.
Secondly in commerce, the main
subjects are business studies,
accountancy, economics, followed
by math. In this stream, intelligence
and open mildness is must. On who
is interested in becoming a
business or an accountant or
famous CEO'S this is the right
stream for you. I see many of my
lazy friends choosing this stream;
one might have chosen this stream
because of their talent and interest
but most of them have taken this
stream very lightly. One must be
serious about one's own future.

- Tenzin Pema, XI B
“Don't let yourself become what
others want you to be, just be
yourself and believe in yourself.”
This quote may look kind of selfinterest or self-regard but I think it
may work on some people as it has
worked for me and I hope that I will
give some motivation to those.
Most people think of what others
think of them and act the other way
of who they really are. Rather than
doing what they like, they do what
others expect from them. Instead of
thinking of what others say, try being
you, then only will you have true
happiness?

Last one is arts. In arts, you will
learn geography, political science,
history and economics (same in
commerce). It consists of
occupations like journalist,
geologist, a unique historian etc. if
you opt for it, be a great thinker and
one should also be creative.

We can say that, it's because of the
excessive self-conscious and
insecurity we feel like being worried
and awkward about what other
people might think about you. The
roots of this problem lie within you. If
you doubt to love yourself, no one
else will.

What are common in all the streams
are hard work, interest, talent and
regularity. If you want to succeed,
you must know yourself love
yourself and love what you do.
Influence can be bad. Think wisely
and be a great person.

If you don't appreciate to learn
yourself of what you really are then
you will never be content with
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Self-acceptance

anything.

- Karma Tsokey, XI D Sc.

So, start loving yourself and
appreciate the real you. And start
anew on a positive note. Face
every rejection, because you love
yourself and nothing matters as
long as you are true to yourself.

Self-acceptance is a process of
accepting what you are. We all
know that we are what we believe
and what we do. We are not a
puppet but a human that live once,
we should know that the chance to
reborn as human is lesser than a
patient recovering from an
incurable disease. But we have it
and we should feel we are the lucky
ones.

Education
- Tenzin Sherap B
Since the beginning of men's life,
men had the urge to learn and
teach. They call it survival skill, we
know it as education. These two
are similar during that time. Without
these, one won't survive the
wilderness. But these days without
a good education, you won't be
able to live a happy life.

It's okay that you are poor,
differently abled, uneducated or
unemployed; we should be able to
accept ourselves. “It's not our fault
we are poor but it is if we die poor”.
So, by knowing the importance of
our life, we should accept one self
and keep improving. Even if you
are the best or the richest human in
the world, there will always be a
room for improvement. We should
feel fortunate that we are still alive,
that sun still shines on you. The
wind still blows and we could
breathe. Instead of saying that you
hate yourself and you must say you
love who you are.

Someone once said” a pen is
mightier than sword”. He meant to
say that with knowledge and
wisdom everything can be
achieved.
You may meet people in life, who
say education is not the key to
success. Well let me tell you that
education is key to success. “Don't
believe me?” take an example, take
a look at the richest people in world;
they made it there by education.

“God helps those who help
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themselves”. So if we can't even
accept ourselves, then how come
we will help ourselves. Due to selfacceptance we can overcome most
things in the world.

faced many obstacles but he never
gave up as he knew that 6 million
people depended on him and
believe in him. The bright light has
the self-confidence to do everything
and anything he wanted as he
approaches it with kindness,
compassion and passion. When the
bright light went with his people to
the neighboring country India he
neither showed any signs of
aggression or arrogance. He asked
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru for a place
for him and his people for refuge. He
willingly accepted. After 1959, the
bright light started shining all over
the world. The bright light believes
that “whether one is rich or poor,
educated or illiterate, religious or
atheist, man or woman, black or
white. We are all the same.
Physically, emotionally and mentally
we are all equal. We share basic
needs for food, shelter, safety, and
love. We all aspire for happiness
and we all shun suffering. Each of us
has hopes, worries, fears and
dreams. Each of us wants the best
for our family and loved ones. We all
experience pain when we suffer loss
and joy when we achieve what we
seek. On this fundamental level,
religion, ethnicity, culture and
language make me different. Now,

Lastly, I want to say that feel secure
and accept what you are. It is the
only way you would be happy and
be proud of yourself. The more you
accept yourself, the more you know
about you, the more you will live
and the more you glow.

The Bright Light
- Dhundup Lhamo
Khangtsertsang, X D
In this dark world on 6th July, 1935,
a sudden light shone. In a country
called Tibet. In the age of 16, we
don't even know clearly much about
leadership but that bright light in the
age of 16 took the responsibility of a
whole country. He became the
great leader of our religion and
politics. Till 1959, it shone bright
inside its region surrounded by the
Snow Mountains. But at the time,
the bright light and its people were
in danger. On the request of its
people, he started his journey to
India with 1000 of his people. He
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lastly let me tell you that this bright
light is none other than our spiritual
leader, His Holiness the 14 Dalai
Lama.

You are fun-loving person and I
enjoy being with you. When I went
to TCV Selakui last year, I missed
you very badly. For me, you are
brilliant. I have learnt many good
values because of our friendship.

You are peanut to my
Butter

As I have written before, you are a
friend who means much to me and I
love you to the moon and back. I
can't express my feelings when I
first met you but I hope this essay
will do it for me. My dear everything,
I wish our friendship will last longer
than forever.

- Tenchoedon, XI D
Best friends are hard to find
because the very best one is
already mine. You're the peanut to
my butter, the star to my burst, the
pop to my tart, the fruit to my loop.
But most importantly, you're the
best of my friend.

Dear Departed

I have many friends but my best
friend is you. You are the one whom
I can share all the experiences at
home and school. You love me
dearly and unconditionally. You are
always ready to help me whenever
I fall sick or need anything. You
nurse me with affection and
showered me with love. When I
have difficulties and doubts in my
studies, you teach me patiently.
You never expect anything of me,
but shares all that she has. I too try
to be kind and helpful to you but you
are always the kinder and more
loving one between us. I can never
thank you for all that you did for me.

- Kalsang Lhadon, X B
'If tears could build a stairway and
memories a lane, I'd walked right
up to heaven and bring you back
home again.”
I don't know that my life would be so
hard without you, you left me alone
and that was the worst thing that
ever happened in my life. It's been
five years and I don't know how I
managed my life without you. Day
and night I bear in pain but I never
shown up. I although used to smile
in front of people but no one know
the pain inside me. My hatred for
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these people is still there and I feel
pity for them, guess what your
photos were being spread on social
media and for unexpected thing it
was widely spread. About our
family, we were in pain and missing
you was our biggest problem. Even
though when I went to school, my
classmates used to ask me about
you and that would hurt me a lot.
Coming back home without seeing
you was painful while the world
rejoiced, our family was in pain. We
were in great need of you. Say you
won't let go but at the end you did.
Although you left us alone but still
were holding on our life with a smile
on our face. Dear dad, I dislike living
in a world without you and till I
become grey or old, my heart will
always miss you. No one can take
your place in my heart. I love you
daddy.

the word gratitude. It means
thankfulness or to appreciate and to
return the kindness.
Nowadays I find many youngsters
finding themselves unhappy or
being in depression, which I think
that is mostly due to the lack of
gratitude. You getting a three square
of nutritious meals and still complain
about the taste, think about all the
people out there dying from hunger.
You getting an advice about your life
from your teachers and blaming that
the scold was uncalled for. Think
about they work day and night just to
teach you guys the lessons in the
b e s t p o s s i b l e w a y. W i t h o u t
complaining about the salary which
we all know is not much.
To show your gratitude you don't
need to buy any fancy gifts and stuff
that are way beyond your purse, all
you have to do is go up to them and
tell them thank you. So finally I
would conclude here by giving a
quote.

Gratitude
- Tenzin Rangdol, IX D
Yesterday is history,
Tomorrow is mystery
But, today is a gift
That's why it's called present,
So be grateful for it

Love the life you live,
Live the life you love.

Let me first give you the meaning of
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A Slug in my Room

Thy can't find
A single place to be.

- Ngawang Choeney (Mrs.),
Staff

Our fading Legacy

Twilight

- Tenzin Kalden, X D
At mid of night
Thou stood bright as star
Invited I to a feast
And to dine with thou,

A slug in my room,
In my cozy room,
Above the hospital,
Above the Salem hospital.
It was raining,
There was lightning,
Thunder too,
The normal light,
Seemed to be in a fight.
And then,
I noticed,
The Slug,
The baby slug,
Moving slowly,
But actually,
Feeling funny!
I laughed at myself,
It was late at night,
It was right,
I did what was right.
Saved by the broom,
In my cozy room.

As thy dined in thou presence
A warm halo
Lighten the dim rom
Enchanting yet fearful
Thy scared and frightened
Ran from the room
Yet thou stood blocking the path
An' spread the mesmerizing wings
In voice of Raizel
Thou spoke “wings of redemption,
Save thee soul
In thy's presence
An' wings of purification
Purify thee 'soul of sinful tact's”
Thy knelt in pain an' anger
Like Lucifer
Thy was saved
From being damned.
(Poem dedicated to teachers who
always save students from wrong
path)

Saved from redemption
- Kalsang Choedon, XII B Sc.
Thy walked the earth
For a safe haven to be,
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- Tsering Yangzom, X D

Once the place of paradise,
Full of wealth, culture and
tradition,
A place where people are beloved,
Where our legends were born.

It was twilight, when I was alone,
Those gasbag has been finally dozed
off,
It's such a relief,
I am tired of hearing them,
Even the ants and crickets quit,
Their evening chatter,
I was happy at silence,
But anxious & nervous at darkness,
It was my intention that
I can't sleep as I am not tired.
But today is exceptional,
My heart began to complain,
About many things,
I rejected them,
No, it's not because of them,
I can't sleep, just thinking in the
Middle of twilight,
Just because of you,
My dear school, I am going to miss
you!

But that overwhelming legacy,
Is slowly and painfully fading,
Beautiful landscapes turning into
desert,
Soft earth being ruthlessly dug.
Where are our Tibetan youths?
Where are our culture and
traditions?
Where are our beautiful
landscapes?
And where is our humanity?
Don't let your legacy fade away.
Don't let your mind change,
Don't let your body expose to
western culture,
And don't let your country fade
away!

Love Yourself
- Kunsang Dechen, X D
We all human beings,
Got very important opportunity,
To live a life
Which is very hard to get.
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We face lots of situations in life,
We face lots of problems in life,
We face lots of unwanted things,
Come may, love yourself.

This bond created a huge bloom,
That storm which made us unite,
The Unity of unbreakable,
Which is class X D.

Some people hate themselves,
Because of his/her background,
Skin colour, religion, etc. but
Really, does that make sense?

The superior game
(Basketball)

Love yourself, love your life,
Love your family & live a happy
life.

After 17 years,
I fall in love,
Not with girls,
But with Basketball.
Basket is in my vein,
Basket is in my blood,
I give you all my mind,
I give you all my time.
I was 7 years,
When I played basketball,
Which is made of my dad's socks.
I got my first basketball,
At the age of 12,
I played & played,
That I realized that,
I was born to play basketball.
I will work hard,
And will show the world what I can
do,
So, one day when I pass,
People will say, 'Hey, that's Kalden'
The famous Basketballer.

- Tenzin Kalden, X B

The Most Special day of
my life
- Yeshi Khando, X D
The two years of our moments,
Time flew like a butterfly,
Enjoyed every bit of time,
Which was my most special day.
At first we were strangers,
It was hard for conversation,
Hard to talk and laugh with,
But time changed quickly.
Soon we knew each other,
Understood each other's feelings,
Started to feel the pain,
When we were hurt.
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A Tribute to my father

Your cheeks before your last breath.
No matter where you are,
We are not together physically,
But our soul will always be together,
I love you & will do forever.

- Tenzin Yangkey, X B
Whenever the cold breeze blows,
Touches my face,
Past memories flashes in my mind,
Which never erased from my heart.

My Insane Classmate
- Tenzin Kalsang, X B

I still remember that day,
When I got my BP low,
And was hospitalized for a week,
And you didn't even sleep a wink.

My insane classmate,
Sweet as sugar,
Cute like puppy,
When they are in bad mood,
Faces turn like scary ghosts.
We fought, we realized,
We laughed, we cried,
But most importantly,
We cared for each other.
One year & almost 10 months
passed,
Left now with only 2 more months,
With you guys,
I found the real happiness.
Most people said,
We need a map to find the treasure,
But I proved them wrong,
Because I found you guys without a
map.
So, let us spend those 2 months,
With joy and happiness,
I will always remember you,
As you guys are my Insane
Classmates.

Your care and love was too big,
That you even forget about your
health,
You were the most greatest man of
all,
Who helped everyone even the
strangers.
I'm the most luckiest yet unluckiest
also,
It's all my fault, Only if was never
been born,
Then your burden might be low,
And you might be alive today.
I hate the thing called 'CANCER',
I was a child when I lost the
precious you,
I still remember your tears rolling
down,
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Riddles & Jokes

Inspiring Speech

 Why didn't he skeleton cross the guts?
 What can you never get rid of even when you lose it?
 What room in your house does the ghost avoid?
 What is something that you always have and leave

behind?
 How do you know carrots are good for eyes?

Answers
 He didn't have guts.
 Temper.
 Living room
 Finger print
 You never see a rabbit wearing glass.

Jokes
A ham sandwich walks into the bar and ordersfor beer,
bartender says “ sorry we don't serve food here”.
I am gonna order a pizza 5 mins before new year and when
they come I am going to say I ordered this

a year ago.

What did the duck say when it bought lipstick. He said
“put it on my bill”.

stopped looking up at the night skies, the stars,
I stopped daydreaming. Instead, I just tried to
jam myself into the molds that other people
made. Soon, I began to shut out my own voice
and started to listen to the voices of others."
even after deciding to join BTS, there were a lot
of hurdles."

Love yourself
- Sonam Wangmo, XII B Sc. (Editor)
Loving oneself is the most important thing
a person can do. There is only a one
person that can understand you and that
is you, yourself. And if you can't love
yourself for whom you are than no one
can do that for you.

Some people might not believe, but most
people thought we were hopeless, and
sometimes, I just wanted to quit. But I think I
was very lucky that I didn't give it all up. And I'm
sure that I, and we, will keep stumbling and
falling like this. BTS has become artists
performing in those huge stadiums and selling
millions of albums right now, but I am still an
ordinary 24-year-old guy. If there's anything I've
achieved, it was only possible that I have my
other BTS members right by my side, and
because of the love and the support that our
ARMY fans all over the world make for us.

As I think that at the current generation
many people change themselves because
of what other people say and start selfloathing or losing the faith and love for
oneself. It is essential for a person to be
reminded and told that you are beautiful
the way you are. That Perfection does not
exist. Be truthful to yourself. And
remember that your flaws are a part of
you, so try to embrace yourself with the
strongest willpower. As Self-acceptance is
the key to real happiness.

After releasing our Love Yourself albums, and
launching the Love Myself campaigns, we
started to hear remarkable stories from our fans
all over the world how our message helped
them overcome their hardships in life and start
loving themselves. Those stories constantly
remind us of our responsibility. So let's take our
one more step. We have learned to love
ourselves, so I urge you to speak yourself. I like
to ask all of you 'What is your name? What
excites you and make your heart beat? Tell me
your story.' I want to hear your voice. I want to
hear your conviction. No matter who you are,
where you're from, your skin color, your gender
identity, just speak yourself. Find your name
and find your voice by speaking yourself."

Self-acceptance is the key to real
happiness.
INSPIRING SPEECH given by one of
the person that many of our students
idolize; Kim Nam Joon of bts at the
United Nations.
I used to imagine that I was a superhero who
could save the world. In an intro to one of our
early albums, there's a
line that says, 'My heart
stopped when I was
maybe nine or ten.'
Looking back, I think
that's when I began to
worry about what other
people thought of me,
and started seeing myself
through their eyes. I
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Tibet News

Tibet News

Source:
www.phayul.com

News
on
Tibet Issues

Karmapa title claimants meet, express willingness to
heal divisions in the lineage
Oct. 11, 2018
In a move seen as truce between opposing claimants of the Karmapa title,
the two main claimants of the title to the foremost religious head of the
Karma Kagyu lineage of Tibetan Buddhism have met in a bid to “heal
divisions” and “strengthen and preserve” the lineage. In a joint statement
by Karmapa Ogyen Trinley Dorje and Karmapa Trinley Thaye Dorjee
released on Thursday, the two said they met in a rural location in France
recently “to spend time together so that we could establish a personal
relationship. We were able to talk together freely and to learn about each
other for the first time. We were thus able to begin what we expect will
develop into a strong connection,” the statement read.
The two young Tibetan religious figures said that they talked about ways
“to heal the divisions that have unfortunately developed within our
precious Karma Kagyu lineage in recent years. We view it as our duty and
responsibility to do whatever we can to bring the lineage together.”

Repression on multiple fronts in Tibet, says report by US
Commission on China
Oct. 11, 2018

Tibet.
The Chair of the Commission Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) said, “China’s
authoritarianism at home directly threatens our freedom as well as our most
deeply held values and national interests. The joint statement with Co-Chair
Rep Chris Smith (R-NJ) also said that human rights situation inside China
including Tibet has steadily been on a downward trajectory with incumbent
Chinese President Xi Jinping’s ascendency in the Chinese Communist
Party.”
The report pointed that the stall in dialogue between Beijing and the
representatives of Tibetan leader His Holiness the Dalai Lama for the last
nine years despite the latter’s relinquishment of independence demands for
Tibet. His own reincarnation as well as that of religious figures in Tibetan
Buddhism, the commission recommended, should be best left with the
Tibetan people and not the Chinese government.

Second Tibetan wins China's singing reality show
Oct. 10, 2018
A Tibetan youth has won the top singing reality show of China, making him
the second Tibetan to win ‘Sing! China’. Tenzin Nyima was declared the
winner of the third season of the ‘Sing! China,’ popular Chinese singing
talent show in Beijing last week. The Tibetan man who works as a teacher
hails from Malho Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture in occupied Tibet’s
eastern most region.
Nyima who performed a cover of a song by Inner Mongolian folk act Erguna
Band during the finale of the show at the iconic ‘Birds Nest’ stadium on
October 7 was named the victor. He was judged the winner at the finale
episode among five finalists, one of which was another Tibetan.

The 2018 report of a United State’s independent agency, the CongressionalExecutive Commission on China (CECC), published Wednesday, said
there is a growing repression on multiple fronts in Tibet. The report shows
deteriorating freedom of religion, movement and expression, heightened
surveillance, status of Tibetan culture and environment concerns inside

Nyima’s rendition of Tibetan folk songs and refreshing covers of popular
Chinese songs saw him appreciated by fans and judges alike, throughout the
competition that began in July. He was mentored by singer-songwriter Li
Jian in the competition.
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